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DEMONSTRATION
Daryl Urig

An Exploratory Approach
Learning to trust his instincts has led Daryl Urig to a
number of new series, methods and ideas

Pictured here and on the opposite page are two of the works from my On the Road series. There are 15 in total, with each being 24 by 48 inches. They were crudely painted
to express a lot of feelings of a turbulent time in my life. A time pressed with hard choices. They were painted with a 1-inch sponge brush from a hardware store.

W

e can certainly learn from others, but
know when to jump the ship and
find your own path. Too many artists start
out learning and never learn to find their
own personal interpretation. If you wait too
long to begin exploring, you will never want
to give up the safety of the easy path.
I am currently using an exploratory
approach for developing a painting. You
will need to use your creative eye to help
you evaluate and make good visual decisions
based on training and your developed visual
aptitude. At times, the decision process will
flow from one decision and paint mark to
the next. Other times there may be pauses
and even stops while you ramp up for your
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next group of painterly choices.
It will be a lot like going on a road trip in
your car, where each new observation brings
a recognizable or non-recognizable image
and possibly feeling or understanding. Or
you mind may dismiss all reasoning and go
for something more. Once you try it, you
will want to return often. You are not trying
to be someone else’s idea of what a painting
is. It is just your point of view.
In my painting career each painting I start
ends up being a series of painting explorations.
In high school it was heavy impasto portraits
of made up characters. In college it was a
series on how people resembled their animals,
in many different mediums. Later, 10 large

paintings on my fear of what other careless
drivers or myself may do to jeopardize my road
safety became the series On the Road. Then,
impressed with my new wife, the Woman
in the Garden series of paintings emerged
in vibrant oil colors, thick brushstrokes and
heavier painting knife for contrast.
Next, plein air landscape painting with
only a painting knife for years, to learn the
discipline the knife teaches us, and further
developing my color training with outdoor
natural lighting. The question, can I paint
outdoors? I leaned to simplify and organize
my tools to speed up painting before the
sun changed the scene I was painting from.
Painting with oil paints and walnut oil

on latex-primed Masonite panels helped
me speed up my process. No time wasted
cleaning brushes. A swipe of a paper towel
across my knife cleaned it perfectly.
Indoors I went to paint in my newly built
working studio and gallery in Cincinnati,
Ohio, I began exploring my fascination with
Pareidolia. If you ever saw a face emerge from

knotty pine wood panel or an animal in the
clouds, you understand what this is. I began
allow paintings to emerge from the marks
I would paint on my painting with a very soft
large brush. Slowly allowing one image to
become many, just depending on how your
mind wanted to construct it or look at it.
These slowly evolved to my Pareidolia or later

Beach Feeling, oil, 18 x 24" (46 x 61 cm)
There was something about the way she turned her body that fascinated me
and it inspired this abstract painting.

called Monster series of paintings. Then two
Political paintings, don’t ask.
At the same time I began interviewing other
popular oil painters and developing “Daryl
Urig’s Creative Underground.” I wanted to see
what I could uncover about the painter’s mind.
What really happens when the paintbrush
hits the canvas. The observations and
conversations, for me, where very revealing.
Many things I had never even considered,
showing each painter as a unique instrument.
Wanting to paint something more uplifting,
positive, with high energy and even spiritual
insight, I began a painting from a dream
I had as a child, flying down my street where
I delivered papers, or in my backyard, so high
that I wondered how I would land. However,
since that time I have figured out how to land.
I felt so much freedom flying in my dreams;
free to explore and see things I could not see
from the ground, enjoying my life and self.
Going to that next level of what we see is one
thing, but what we experience is another.
So, in my painting career I slowly developed
an intuitive way of painting. Painting not
only from skill and training, but based on
an intuitive approach that made painting
seem almost effortless when I entered into
my painting zone. Sometimes I would catch
myself and wondered how and what I was
doing. It was just flowing from me to the
canvas, and I liked what was happening.

Oil Demonstration
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My Art in the Making Flying Dreamer
STAGE 1
MAKING THE FIGURE FLY

So, this was a very vigorous painting. And in
this first photo of the painting, I am trying to
get down the figure flying with very active,
painterly strokes. I was not concerned with
color yet, but had a very good idea of what
I wanted. It was painted directly over a failed
painting that I allowed to interact with the
new painting. My thinking was the figure
needed to be bold and broad, encompassing
the entire canvas. Baby steps as they say;
one step at a time. What I could understand
and express in paint at this moment. Not the
entire painting as of yet. More energy than
you can ever imagine.
When you give someone a brush after they
have been painting with a painting knife
for years, the brush painting turns out much
differently than it would if they never had
used a painting knife. In my case, the painting
knife painter paints much more aggressively,
spreading paint massively, swooshing it,
being so attentive to the mark its movement
makes. This made me more attentive to the
brush marks I started making.
I wanted to explore in the painting, like
a mission across space, yes going where no
man has gone, exploring…not settling for
just your original idea, but allowing it to
evolve and develop as you paint. You may
even take a new direction that takes more
research or development.
A pretty famous painter asked me, “How

did you learn to paint that way?” He was
assuming I had received it as a mentor of a
painter as he had learned. It was by exploring
and painting. I have found painting to help
me express a lot of my feelings that I cannot
express verbally.
Being a painter, to me, is learning to see
and develop uniquely in your own universe.
My next dream or vision cements the idea, an
aerial view of steep rolling hills, a photo of me
flying that I would need to alter to provide
more foreshortening of the arm coming at
you. The paint needs to be expressive from a
brush to show its flowing movement.
I cannot say this is how I have always
painted, but it may be more fun and

explorative. Knowing what I want in the
painting while not having any idea how it
will turn out, just a rough facsimile in my
mind now. Like peeling back an onion to
see what you may find inside. I know I can
only carry my enthusiasm for a painting just
so long, and I am aware of this so I need
to accomplish a painting in no more than a
month over this time I may lose my original
focus for the painting.
I must produce it while the energy is
flowing strong and full of my spirit. My
passion and enthusiasm in my brush and
knife must be fluid and alive. It is not a
photo; it is a painting. I want the viewer to
experience this energy.

a much better solution than giving up oil paints.
Some have moved toacrylics for similar reasons,
but I could never give up the physically intense
colors and ability to continuing to adjust colors by
adding different colors to change hues and values.
With acrylics you would quickly end up with mud
greys, has been my experience.
You can see the ruler here to provide an idea of
size of some of my hand-altered brushes from a
hardware store and hand-crafted large painting
knife that I like to use on larger paintings. My
smaller knife is 3 inches long. Brushes I use are

an Ivory Rigor from Rosemary & Co., a Robert
Simmons Signet Brush Series 43 Egbert No. 6 and
also a No. 8, which are very nice, expressive and
inexpensive, which I can beat up on. I am tough
on my brushes. Maybe that is why I went to metal
painting knives. You cannot hurt them.
I mix my colors on black glass so I can see color
easier and I clean off paint from my glass with
a painting knife or a razor blade. Paper towels,
sanding block, my fingers or anything else I can
grab on to so I can make the right mark could be
used in my painting approach.

WHAT THE ARTIST USED
The panting is 2-by-4-foot Masonite, ¼-inch
thick, mounted on 2-by-1-inch inch tall finished
lumber to provide height for the painting. The
Masonite is primed with two or three coats of
latex primer. I enjoy the smooth surface because it
lends well to painting with a painting knife.
I paint with M Graham oil paints that are
made with walnut oil, which is a lot healthier
for the oil painter. I used to use turpentine, but
even odorless turps smells and both have fumes.
Many of my students complained about getting
migraine headaches, and I found walnut oil to be
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STAGE 2
MAKING ADAPTIONS

Seeing how I may allow the figure to work
with the background, I slowly adapted the
painting. Not being totally sure what I would
leave in or take out, the composition was
taken care of in the very first step.
There is no one method of creating art. It
seems to make more sense that there should
be as many ways as there are people. I think
what happens is a person sees one idea and
thinks that is it, but that is so limiting. Like
one idea or one opinion is it. Nonsense.
STAGE 3
DEVELOPING THE
BACKGROUND

own. This could apply to those thinking more
about exploring painting as a profession, but
more about exploring painting as your legacy,
attempting in your own life to add to the
richness and knowledge of all the painters
that have come before you. A lot of painters
like the idea that less is more. And I have to
agree with this thinking; though in actuality,
I like to give more hoping that more is more.
If you keep exploring the same amount
in a painting, what is to be learned? Going
beyond this, giving more, applying more,
experimenting more, will, in my opinion,
open you up to more. I enjoy overlapping of
paint, some showing through other pieces
not, moving into the deep sea of paint on
my canvas and see how things develop and
merge, while intuitively responding to the
proceeding paint and how I may interact,
respond and interpret the abstract of paint

that flows back and forth from abstraction to
glimpses of our conceive reality that we walk
in each day.
If I can make the viewer engage and
have to assemble some visual piece in their
own mind to complete the painting, all the
better. Now the viewer has moved outside
themselves and becomes part of the painting.
This indirect painting puts the painter
in the driver’s seat deciding more about a
big change on the canvas, not limited to a
landscape depiction or figurative accuracies,
the mind and soul of the painter is much
more involved.
I am guessing most people have similar
dreams. They are very fragmented, not seeing
the whole picture at the same time. Things
seem a bit off or misplaced and many times
not belonging were they show up, which
brings a strange bewilderment to dreams.

Oil Demonstration

Continued

The background continued to develop, now
having more of a direction for my childhood
home below me and other abstract scenes
from my painting of these orange mountains.
I stand back to look at the painting,
seeing areas I need to adjust because they
just don’t look visually correct to me. I think
about the background I want to paint of the
clouds, using mostly a painting knife and the
hardness that brings to the painting. I want
the background and foreground to flow into
each other. As if there is energy in all things
and the energy is just flowing back and forth
between them.
I am playing with the idea of what
direction I want the lighting to best depict
form. Rembrandt was the master of this,
making things look real with unreal,
impossible light from multiple directions.
Eliminating the feet was very helpful. They
were becoming too important in the painting
and I wanted the emphasis to be more about
the man bursting through space.
In my opinion, what is needed to be a great
painter is not only talent, but the application
of talent with dedication to developing a skill,
invent fullness and a willingness to explore while
many times failing enough to gain new insights.
The payoff for uncovering a new way,
based on your likes and dislikes is a unique
quality never seen before. I try to rid my
painting experience of anything I hate doing;
thus, finding something you can call my own,
which may not always make you popular with
mainstream artists, your family or your wife.
Something that can be called uniquely your
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STAGE 4
REALISTIC AND
ABSTRACT ELEMENTS

I have determined to paint some portions
recognizable and others abstract to parallel
some of the confusion that appears in dreams.
But that is how life is too; we don’t have all
the answers, and we are always trying to
piece things together to interpret them—
discarding some information, exaggerating
some and maybe including some wrong
information to form our conclusion.
The painting gets to a place where I can
see some parts that need more information.
There is a time in the painting when you have
brought it so far with your ideas and you
realize that you have no idea how it will turn
out at this point. Your original idea was good,
but it was more of a launching point than
a landing point. So your original idea took
you just so far, then there is something else.
Something I am unaware of.
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STAGE 5 Flying Dreamer, oil, 24 x 48" (61 x 122 cm)
destroy. The risk is the challenge in painting.
Find out what you really do need as far as
Many failures help to guide the future
tools go, and start there. Free yourself up
paintings’ success.
from meaningless chatter in your mind. Keep
One of the most important steps in painting
your energy positive. Working on the head
may be knowing when to stop, when you have
and hair as it embraces the headwind, the
put the last marks on your painting, and know
development turned out a little different
than I expected it would. I had not foreseen
when it is completed. I knew I was closing in
on finishing the painting, because it became
linear aspects to emerge, but they have, even
more about some subtle changes. A pattern
moving into portions of the background and
that I could feel that went across the whole
house, then some more softening of the
painting was off, but I was not sure how, so I
homes back on Earth.
began to adjust the rhythm until it gave me
Sometimes taking a picture of my painting
a calm of consistency. I had always seen from
with my cellphone helps me to see things
I may not have seen otherwise. There are
the beginning of the painting these vertical
rectangles that I wanted to flicker in on the
things I will need to adjust, as they made
sense before, but now they do not fit into the
painting. Creating a breakup of inactive areas,
while moving you in and out of space. The color
direction the painting has developed.
I like to have a free spirited feel to the paint choices as well as how I defined the rectangles
on the canvas, such as the expressive qualities as complete or fragmented helped dramatize
the motion and rhythm of the painting.
of a brush passing over the canvas held by my
At the end of the painting there is this good
hand. So while the painting develops, there is
feeling and sense of accomplishment. I did it.
a need for more care on what to leave in and
what to take out and what you don’t want to

ABOUT THE ARTIST
Daryl Urig honed his teaching as an adjunct
professor with the University of Cincinnati for over
10 years. There he created a four-year program
for the University of Cincinnati as its Academic
Coordinator. He is author of three books, Plein
Air Painting for Everyone, Painting Knife Explained
and Tips for the Contemporary Painter. He teaches
workshops across the country using healthy
paints. He is a graduate of Columbus College of
Art & Design with a Bachelor of Fine Arts.
Urig has painted all through his professional
career. His work has hung in the Columbus
Museum of Art and the Toledo Museum of Art.
He has won major awards all across the United
States including the Salmagundi Club in New
York City. He has been represented by many
galleries in the United States. Though now, he
keeps his work for show at his working studio
and gallery, “Daryl Urig’s Creative Underground
Studio,” in Cincinnati, Ohio. He has won awards
with the Portrait Society of America.
His Blog “The Adventures of an American Oil
Painter” is read by painters across the word. His
unique painting understanding, diversity and
willingness to explore new directions in paint

plus the ability to teach makes him a worthwhile
resource to the professional artist. He also
interviews prominent painters on the subject
of paint at the Creative Underground and has
published many of the interviews on Youtube.
Trying to gain a deeper understanding of his
love, passion and desire and how he may give

back to the artist community at large is always
in his thoughts.
Contact at

www.darylurig.com
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